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Migration instrumentalization (MI) ranks as a low-cost strategy for perpetrators: migrants are a freely available “means” of instrumentalization and can be exploited by countries that have few other strategic advantages, pushing people across borders to destabilize or coerce the target state. A small group of repeat offenders like Russia seems surprisingly free to weaponize the EU’s attractiveness to migrants, extorting financial and political concessions for controlling borders. They reduce the risk of incurring international sanctions by pointing a finger at the EU’s well-known problems with achieving a unified response to migration. This paper addresses the dilemma of how the EU can better defend itself against MI.

The guiding question is: How can the EU raise the costs for its antagonists? The EU has thousands of kilometres of land and sea borders, as well as exposed overseas territories, and it is quite easy for neighbours to use its border vulnerabilities to polarize the EU, downgrade its standing, and/or coerce concessions from it. If the EU expends too many resources on defending itself against MI, then its antagonists will have scored a cheap victory, using a freely available source of leverage – distressed humans – to trigger costly defences. Moreover, the EU will almost certainly have spread scarce means in ways that open up new border vulnerabilities to opportunists.

An efficient response from the EU logically starts with a taxonomy – a classification of MI events which helps the EU to identify patterns in the way that migration is being instrumentalized. As a first step, this paper proposes just such a taxonomy. Based on a wide range of examples of MI campaigns directed against the EU in the period from 2014 to 2020, it classifies MI episodes according to the actors behind them. The decision to build the taxonomy around types of perpetrators (rather than, say, triggers or tactics) is based on the finding that this is the key to explaining the other factors.

This paper then tests the taxonomy against four recent MI campaigns. Each of the case studies corresponds with one of the four actor types in the taxonomy – the “strong state” (a centralized country which nevertheless lacks legitimate means to influence the EU), the “weak state” (fragile countries that use migration to bind the EU to their vulnerabilities), the “proxy state” (countries that unleash MI campaigns as part of a relationship to a more powerful patron), and the “non-state actor” (criminal gangs and terrorist groups). The four case studies on MI campaigns (Morocco, Ukraine, Belarus, and Libyan militias) confirm the basic accuracy of the taxonomy.

In a third step, this paper asks how the EU should use such a taxonomy if it is to become a practical tool for Europe’s defence. The basic choice facing the EU here is whether to use the taxonomy for proactive or reactive purposes: if the EU has at its disposal a reliable system for understanding how migration is being instrumentalized, should it use this proactively to assess its own risks and mitigate its vulnerabilities, or should it use it to respond to MI campaigns as they arise, quickly ratcheting up the costs? In classic defence terms, this is a choice between “deterrence by denial” and “deterrence by punishment”.

Prevention is usually considered the most cost-efficient approach. Unusually, however, we find that the EU should use the taxonomy to react to, rather than prevent, MI campaigns – it should use its capacity to identify perpetrators quickly, and push them beyond their pain threshold. To this end, it should prepare a toolbox of punitive measures tailored to each of the four actor types. The reason for relying on reactive tools is that, taxonomy or not, MI remains incredibly difficult to predict, not least because perpetrators tend to be opportunistic. Being reactive does not, however, mean ignoring the bigger strategic implications of MI campaigns.

Executive summary: The EU needs a taxonomy of migration instrumentalization to prepare a toolbox of retaliatory measures
Introduction: The return of migration instrumentalization

Migration has been viewed since the 1990s primarily as a “non-state” phenomenon, a by-product of state failure (governance collapse and civil war) and of forces bigger than the state (like economic globalization and environmental catastrophe). But during the broader sweep of history, the movement of people has typically been instrumentalized by states which push people across borders for strategic purposes. States were sometimes acting for domestic reasons, expelling people from their territory for reasons of nation-building, demographic engineering or ethnic cleansing. Or they were instrumentalizing migration as a means of colonization, territorial expansion, or market entry. This old geopolitical tool is now making a comeback, but with all the added complexities of modern international relations and interdependence.

Migration instrumentalization (MI) is a tool for states and state-like entities with few strategic advantages to turn the tables on more powerful neighbours. This can take a number of forms, but the present paper focuses on one – incidences of an antagonist leveraging its capacity to control the flow of people into the target state in order to undermine the target’s standing, influence its politics and/or gain concessions from it. Historical perpetrators of this form of MI include Idi Amin and the Castro and Kim families, who used the threat variously to keep near neighbours engaged in their affairs on their own terms or to keep them out. The EU, which today comprises 65,000 km of coastline, 14,000 km of land borders and 300 airports, and whose overseas territories jut into Africa, Latin America and Asia, has proved increasingly vulnerable to this form of MI.

Narrowing down the definition of MI to this core feature allows the creation of a concise taxonomy. Creating a taxonomy is the logical first step for the EU in defending itself. MI ranks, after all, as a relatively low-cost form of action (migrants are an abundant resource), and a taxonomy is a means for the EU to make its response equally cost-effective – whether it uses the taxonomy for the purposes of anticipating MI campaigns and mitigating its vulnerabilities, or identifying perpetrators and punishing them. The taxonomy in this paper was produced using open-source information about MI incidents, as well as interviews with EU foreign policy practitioners, migration specialists, and border officials dating back to 2016. It also drew on the existing literature on the geopolitical usages of population movements.
Finding patterns: Past cases of migration instrumentalization

Migration instrumentalization might appear to be a blunt instrument, but the tactics and combinations of means involved are varied, and the identification of patterns is not a straightforward task. MI is, for instance, seldom about sheer numbers – about the ability of the perpetrator to push large volumes of people into the target state. Perpetrators often use migration in very specific and targeted ways. They handpick migrants from particular ethnic, religious or demographic groups – young males, say – if this serves to polarize the target country. They focus on certain geographic areas of the target – such as disadvantaged borderlands, where there are strong feelings of disconnection from the metropole. And they combine attacks on the border with other domains to sustain or intensify their campaigns – from spyware to "lawfare" (exploiting the legal framework on asylum). So even having narrowed the definition of MI down to its bare essentials of instrumentalizing the physical movement of people into the EU, it is not easy to conceptualize MI. Nor is the task greatly helped by the academic literature. Whilst the literature detailing individual cases of MI is quite advanced, the literature drawing patterns and explanations lacks cohesion. It treats MI, variously, as a tool of geopolitics, nation-building, counter-diplomacy and hybrid warfare – and it looks at a full range of targets worldwide, of which the EU is just one. In order to generate patterns and motives, this study therefore began with the empirical reality itself, identifying as many as 40 cases of MI perpetrated against the EU between 2014 and 2020, then generating patterns, and finally comparing the starting assumptions with the existing conceptual literature (Infobox 1).

Infobox 1. Five ways of conceptualizing migration instrumentalization

The public discussion on how to conceptualize MI has become highly politicized, and technical terms such as "hybrid warfare" or "mixed migration" have become more emotive than helpful. This study therefore resisted the temptation to classify MI as one thing or another, prima facie. Instead, it first narrowed down the focus to those episodes of MI involving a protagonist controlling the flow of people across a border into the EU. This cut out examples of MI which might be pertinent to a hybrid campaign (such as pure disinformation campaigns that stir up fear of migration) or to coercive diplomacy (such as the refusal to repatriate migrants from the EU). Having narrowed things down in this way, the study drew on the following five strands of literature to try to make sense of the phenomenon:

1. International migration flows: the “push”, “pull”, and “shove”. Migration research is the obvious place to start when trying to understand MI. Since the 1990s, mainstream research has been based on the notion that the volume and nature of migration flows in an integrating global market can be explained by "push" factors in origin countries (unemployment or resource exhaustion) and "pull" factors in Europe. More recently, analysts have examined what happens in the spaces in between the countries of origin and destination – the decision-making processes of migrants who do not set out with the aim of reaching the EU, the illicit networks which define the paths taken. This research has begun to focus on the "shove" that transit states may give to migrants. This shift of focus has gone hand in hand

with the recognition that Europe is not always a natural destination, even for the citizens of its own near abroad, and that they may need a "shove" to go there.²

2. **People power: demography, dissidents and diasporas.** This goes hand in hand with a new awareness of the geo-strategic uses of population movements by countries of origin and destination. Much of this literature revisits the activities of Western governments and their past use of migration as a tool of destabilization.³ In the Cold War, during a time when international exchange and travel were restricted, Western governments tried to attract key government officials, scientists and dissidents from the other side. After the fall of the Wall, Western states continued to tie migration to their foreign policy goals, this time pointing to the threat of mass disorderly migration to justify humanitarian interventions and regime change abroad. Non-Western states like Russia point to this supposed precedent when it comes to such practices as "passportization", using a diaspora population as a mouthpiece abroad or closing down travel options for certain groups.

3. **Contested globalization and nation-building.** There is, thirdly, a growing strand of literature which explores "migration weaponization" as a tool for spoiler states to contest globalization.⁴ Western-led globalization since the 1990s has been based on three licit cross-border flows – of goods (trade), capital (investment and development support) and information (liberal ideas). Newly independent states, and former empires like Russia, have been encouraged to see economic liberalization as conducive to nation-building (with trade flows helping their economies develop, capital flows turning the working classes into a middle class, and the spread of ideas encouraging middle classes to engage in democratic state-building). But the same governments now complain of being overwhelmed by globalization and are using illicit cross-border flows to push back at the main beneficiaries of the open global economy, to supplement state budgets, and to recover lost territories.

4. **The power of "no": coercive foreign policy.** The academic study most often cited by analysts trying to understand MI is *Weapons of Mass Migration* by Professor Kelly Greenhill.⁵ This would seem the obvious reference point for this study, not least because Greenhill herself categorized cases involving the EU. Greenhill argues that states leverage migration for two reasons: to ensure the target stays out of their internal affairs and in order to gain "hypocrisy costs" (embarrassing the target with its bad treatment of migration). But Greenhill takes a narrow conceptual approach (game theory) and her work has not spawned a broader conceptual literature on MI. Rather, her book itself belongs to a wider category of conceptual literature, not on migration but on "coercive diplomacy" and "counter-diplomacy".⁶ And it is this aspect which provides useful lessons, helping explain why states that do not enjoy positive tools to shape the international order resort to MI.

5. **Covert warfare and hybrid threats.** There is, lastly, growing awareness that the 2015–2016 Schengen crisis opened the door to hybrid warfare in which, for the first time, the EU was the target, rather than a natural destination. This prefigured the Covid-19 crisis, in which antagonists again used cross-border flows as a means of increasing the costs of maintaining an open economy. But MI differs from "classic" hybrid tools such as spreading disinformation, squeezing supply chains, attacking critical infrastructure or making corrosive investments in vital economic sectors. It is generally an overt practice, which benefits the perpetrator only when it is a) brought into the open and b) specifically linked in the public mind with the perpetrator’s capacity to make it stop. Not only does the target “know MI when it sees it”, it often knows who is behind it, and how. It can avoid tasks of attribution and establishing a threshold for what is legitimate behaviour.

---

Infobox 2 lists various cases of MI targeting Europe in the period 2014–2020. The episodes have been chosen to indicate the parameters of the phenomenon and include atypical cases and outliers – various actors using the momentum of migration flows for geopolitical or financial gains – alongside “classic” cases such as Russia’s January 2016 MI operation against Nordic countries, and other antagonists forcing people into the EU’s arms. Through a process of trial and error, patterns of means, tactics and background conditions emerged. The type of actor perpetrating the attacks was identified as the main determinant of the other features of MI episodes – including the perpetrators’ ends and means, and the development of the episode right up to the denouncement. A taxonomy structured around four types of perpetrators – strong states, weak states, proxy states and non-state actors – seems to cover the case range sufficiently well to generate a policy response.

Infobox 2. Indicative cases of migration instrumentalization

**December 2014**: The World Food Programme warns that a wave of Syrian refugees will head to the EU unless Europeans increase their funding for the WFP’s work in Lebanon. As refugees arrive in Greece in 2015, the WFP cites this as proof of its warnings and succeeds in raising more funding. Subsequent research shows that the refugees are coming not from Lebanon but directly from northern Syria, as the fighting moves northwards. The WFP was reportedly aware of this, but nevertheless makes the same plea at Christmas the following year.

**November 2015**: Terror attacks in Paris are carried out by EU citizens returning from fighting in the Middle East. Amidst an active information effort by ISIS (Da’esh) to associate the flows of Syrian refugees into the EU with Islamist terrorists, the attackers make a point of registering at refugee centres in the Balkans and on the route to Western Europe. One of the suicide bombers is identified by a Syrian passport bearing the name Ahmad al-Mohammad, later presumed to be stolen from a soldier in the Syrian Arab Army.

**January 2016**: Thousands of migrants, many of whom had reportedly fought in Iraq, appear at the border between Russia and Norway, and then at the Russian-Finnish border. They have crossed a heavily militarized zone in Russia, strongly indicating that they had been brought to the border with the backing of the security services. Norway reportedly ended the flows by leveraging trade flows, while Finland did so by entering into lengthy bilateral talks that resulted in an agreement on countering illegal migration and restricting border traffic.

**March 2016**: Balkan people smugglers shift the political mood in the EU. They award themselves “likes” on Facebook and give testimonials for a particular service or route. They also tap into the public debate in Europe by projecting a picture of refugee hopelessness, and attack European politicians on Twitter for their lack of empathy. Authorities in the EU say such activities worsened the polarization surrounding migration; authorities have, for instance, thwarted the bombing by left-wing terrorists of the postal service of one member state, a reprisal for the use of its planes in migrant expulsions.

**June 2016**: In November 2015, Turkey downed a Russian jet that had violated Turkey’s airspace during a mission in Syria. Russia retaliated by bombing right up to the border with Turkey, pushing displaced Syrians sheltering there into Turkey. In June 2016, Russian media reports that the Turkish President has been forced into an apology, and was ready to do everything possible to restore friendly ties. Turkish media confirms only that the President has written to the Russian counterpart.

---

7 Interviews with EU foreign policy practitioners, migration researchers, and analysts conducted for this project and previous ones dating back to 2016.
December 2016: The EU makes a deal with Niger to hold back the people coming northwards to Libya and the Mediterranean, giving Niger large amounts of development money and deploying border experts to the northern part of its territory after setting up a field office in April 2016. Few Nigeriens head for Europe, but they do go to labour markets in the rest of West Africa. It becomes clear that governments in Francophone West Africa are putting pressure on Niger to keep its borders open for their nationals transiting northwards in order to retain access to their labour markets.

November 2018: Serbian President Aleksandar Vučić is deemed to have had a "good migration crisis", using his country’s geographic position on the route to the EU to reverse Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker’s announcement about putting EU enlargement on ice. Critics say he reduced the EU’s readiness to impose conditionality on strongmen governments like Serbia’s. Former Prime Minister of North Macedonia, Nikola Gruevski, is less successful. He fled the country after a series of scandals which broke in 2015. It marks the failure of his strategy to retain power by exploiting the Schengen crisis and drawing in the EU.

April 2020: The EU loses out as the Trump administration announces that the US is ending 19 military construction projects to put USD 545 million towards the construction of a wall to counter migration at its southern border. The cuts include USD 275 million meant for deterrence and military mobility projects in Europe. Russia, the main beneficiary of the cuts, has been instrumentalizing migration in Latin America, giving support to governments in major refugee-producing countries, Cuba, Venezuela, and El Salvador, and putting pressure on the US’s southern border.
### Infobox 3. Tentative taxonomy of migration instrumentalization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRONG STATE</th>
<th>PROXY STATE</th>
<th>WEAK STATE</th>
<th>NON-STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>In a nutshell:</strong></td>
<td><strong>In a nutshell:</strong></td>
<td><strong>In a nutshell:</strong></td>
<td><strong>In a nutshell:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Coercive diplomacy”: a state seeks to gain immediate or gradual relative advantage or a change in international order by degrading the EU’s capacity to act, sometimes by directing migration through a proxy.</td>
<td>• “Tail that wags the dog”: the proxy state becomes an independent player, attempting to use migration flows to play EU and patron state off against each other for its own gain.</td>
<td>• “Weak weapons of the weak”: weak states have serious governance problems, for instance with territorial integrity or unemployment and use their control of flows of refugees or unemployed citizens to draw the EU into helping with the root causes of their problems.</td>
<td>• “Politico-commercial strategy”: the non-state actor uses migration facilitation and control to take on state attributes such as welfare or security provision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Typical strong state: Russia</td>
<td>• Typical proxy states / governmental actors: Hezbollah</td>
<td>• Typical weak state: Kosovo</td>
<td>• Non-state actors include terrorist groups with territorial and commercial aims (ISIS/Da’esh), but also militias, criminal networks and even humanitarian bodies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Context:**
- Strong states that instrumentalize migration see MI as just one of a range of means, often just an incidental by-product of action elsewhere. Where the opportunity arises, migration is slotted into a much longer running influence campaign. Strong states are often engaged in the (military) action that has caused migration flows.
- The EU, despite finding itself weakened by an internal crisis, has been forced into assertive action against the strong state (e.g. sanctions, diplomatic isolation). The EU may also be seeking broader decoupling from the strong state.

**Context:**
- Proxy states that use migration are near to the EU but, despite the proximity, have stronger ties to a non-EU power like Russia or Iran. Their legitimate means of building relations to the EU are blocked by the patron state. They use migration to gain EU attention or to push back against the EU if they feel member states are punishing them in place of the patron for another action.
- The EU finds itself temporarily at odds with the patron state. The proxy lacks legitimate means to attract EU attention and migration is a way to play one off against the other.

**Context:**
- Weak states that instrumentalize migration are in fact often trying to diversify diplomatic and economic ties away from the EU, by opening themselves to migration from new regions (e.g. Balkan states opened themselves to migration from Middle East).
- The EU has already entered into a quid pro quo with the weak state to hold back migrants, but the weak state feels the advantages are not paying off. Their citizens complain that irregular migrants transiting the territory enjoy better access or rights in the EU than they do.

**Context:**
- Non-state actors that instrumentalize migration are primarily smuggling gangs, but they stand out from other criminal gangs, linking the usual commercial/financial goals with territorial/international goals.
- The EU itself has governance failures which are filled by non-state actors, such as search and rescue in the Mediterranean or problems in its common asylum and border system in peripheral member states (small islands, Balkan member states).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRONG STATE</th>
<th>PROXY STATE</th>
<th>WEAK STATE</th>
<th>NON-STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ends:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ends:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ends:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ends:</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| • International goals include gaining prestige at the EU’s expense and politicizing the post-1989 model of globalization. These goals are likely to be rather broad, achieved by degrading the EU over many years.  
• Domestic goals include demographic engineering (pushing out minorities like Kurds and Chechens). | • International goals include securing relative advantage from the EU and the patron state, forcing each to compete for the proxy state’s allegiance. May also involve international rehabilitation and sanctions relief.  
• Domestic goals include demonstrating a degree of independence as regards large powers and recognition. | • International goals include trying to gain recognition as not just an independent state but a state with strategic positioning and diplomatic leverage vis-à-vis the EU.  
• Domestic goals include trying to prevent the EU using market access as leverage to force domestic reform in the weak state. | • International goals include trying to alter EU law-making or political cohesion.  
• Internal goals include filling in for the local state, securing territory and providing local populations with fundamental needs. |
| **Means:** | **Means:** | **Means:** | **Means:** |
| • The strong state may manufacture migration flows by redirecting existing population movements (Russia) or even undertaking bombing and displacement campaigns at home and abroad (Russia).  
• Migration tools are mixed with supply chain control, diplomatic engagement, information campaigns and cultural outreach in non-target states to undermine intra-EU solidarity, including arming Orthodox vigilantes in Bulgaria or Serbia. | • Proxy states tend to already be transit states for foreign nationals heading for the EU; their own nationals typically migrate away from the EU towards the patron state. This frees the proxy from the usual EU influence (visa liberalization) but leaves it bound to the patron.  
• The proxy state typically instrumentalizes migrants hostile to the patron (for instance, Hezbollah controlling flows of Sunnis in line with wishes of Shiite Iran). | • The weak state instrumentalizes its own population, typically the middle classes that have given up hope of a better life at home and want to move on to the EU.  
• Weak states with diasporas outside the EU, and whose own nationals are unlikely to seek to migrate to the EU, duly instrumentalize migrants present on their territory (e.g., Libya and migrant workers). | • Non-state actors provide services for refugees and other irregular migrants, and at the same time instrumentalize these migrants for political purposes.  
• The modus operandi is to push clandestine migration flows into public awareness in order to effect political changes, posting evocative images on Facebook and Twitter to shame EU lawmakers, using diaspora and humanitarian voices in the EU to amplify the message. |
Development of action:

- Action can play out in different theatres, for instance to the South and East of the EU, or on the EU’s and US’s southern borders.
- Action can be tailored to picking apart Western alliances (NATO/EU), targeting different member states at different times, and probing mutual defence and solidarity clauses.
- Action will be reactive to European threat perception, hacking into European intelligence and targeting individual intelligence analysts with disinformation.

Completion of action:

- Successes include inflicting permanent reputational damage on the EU in the form of legal restrictions to liberal norms or gaining greater autonomy by reducing economic and political dependence on the EU. EU incurs “hypocrisy costs”.
- Costs include reputational damage of allowing kin to die on precarious routes to the EU (Turkey allowing Muslims to die in the Aegean), the growth of dissident populations abroad (Chechens, Gulenists), and domestic chaos as smuggling gangs take hold. Loss of internal cohesion over military campaign or offering transit to the EU to foreigners but not to own nationals.

Development of action:

- Campaign is triggered by a crisis in the proxy state, coupled with shaken support of patron state and heightened criticism and sanctions in EU.
- Proxy states seek to exploit the EU legal framework on asylum by drawing populations that would seek asylum. This is a fairly risk-free strategy for proxy states, since they only benefit from very limited visa facilitation agreements with the EU, if any, and therefore avoid a potential public backlash in case of sanctions.

Completion of action:

- Successes include gaining greater recognition from the EU, the patron state or preferably both.
- Costs include when the EU and the patron state make a deal over the heads of the proxy state, with the patron state gaining concessions from Brussels for bringing the proxy to heel. Patron state may cut off the flow of transit migrants or close its own labour market to nationals of the proxy.

Development of action:

- Weak state offers to undertake dirty tasks which the EU would usually proscribe (e.g., Kosovo preventing exit of Roma population).

Completion of action:

- Successes include gaining greater recognition from the EU in the form of diplomatic engagement in a breakaway territory, financial support, deployment of a FRONTEX or CSDP mission, relief from sanctions and blacklists.
- Costs include reputational damage amongst own citizens or in the migrant country of origin (e.g., Serbia in Iran) or damaging its own labour market by weaponizing migrants who in fact want to remain and work there (Libya).

Development of action:

- Non-state actors capitalize on existing smuggling operations (goods, people) to yield revenues (i.e., taxes on border-crossings for smugglers, kidnapping and extortion of migrants, forced labour) and force the EU into action.

Completion of action:

- Successes include taking on state-like tasks, such as border control, humanitarian and welfare tasks; border closures and greater public hostility to migrants or identity groups create demand and legitimacy for these groups amongst their clientele.
- Costs include tension inside multi-ethnic criminal networks and loss of status as providers of viable entry points to EU. It is difficult for non-state actors to provide a reliable service for migrants whilst also instrumentalizing them for political effect. Non-state actors often struggle to maintain their positions and alliances, in turn impeding their smuggling activities.
Testing the taxonomy: Case studies of migrant instrumentalization

To test the relevance of the taxonomy for European policymakers, it has subsequently been applied to four case studies of real-world MI episodes – Morocco (strong state), Ukraine (weak state), Belarus (proxy state), and Libyan militias (non-state). These cases were selected according to two criteria: the MI episode in question was not included in the original cases used to generate the taxonomy, and each case seemed prima facie to conform to one of the four actor types. Morocco, for instance, unleashed an MI campaign against the European Union over the summer of 2021; making full use of the powers of its central government, Morocco exhibited the attributes of a strong state.

Besides testing the basic accuracy of the taxonomy, the aim was twofold:
- to ascertain whether the simple fact of correctly classifying the antagonists as a particular type of actor did indeed yield clues about their aims and modus operandi;
- and to see whether the taxonomy provided a basis to join the dots between individual MI events and generate a more rounded threat picture for the EU.

In sum, the taxonomy proved broadly accurate and helpful: the classification of each perpetrator as a certain type of actor revealed clues about its basic “cost-benefit assessments” in resorting to MI, as well as giving clues about how the EU could increase the costs of its action; and it provided relevant sub-categories (such as motives and means) to help compare and contrast cases, so yielding a rounded picture.

The case selection was, however, not unproblematic. Two of the four selections initially seemed quite straightforward: the sole criterion was that the four case-studies should not have featured in our original case range, and the strong and proxy state examples (actions by Morocco and Belarus in 2021) fulfilled this – they occurred after the time limits of our original case range (2014–2020). But both the perpetrators, Belarus and Morocco, had featured in the original case range, albeit with separate campaigns, so there was a risk of confirmation bias. Still, it is important to note that the same perpetrator may behave differently under different circumstances. Thus, Russia was named in the taxonomy as a classic “strong state”; but it could find itself behaving like a “proxy state” for – say – its more powerful neighbour China under certain circumstances. The same was potentially true of Morocco or Belarus, so the test was legitimate.

As for the “weak state” and “non-state” case studies, these were trickier. It proved impossible to identify any distinct recent episodes of MI by these two categories of state, so the selection boiled down instead to two episodes that occurred within the time range 2014–2020 but had been considered borderline – the cases of Ukraine and Libyan militias. In 2014, there had been vague speculation that Ukraine was behaving as a “weak state”, using the threat of migration to draw the EU into its security problems: after the Russian incursions, Ukraine welcomed EU migration missions onto its territory. But in fact, the case study of Ukraine revealed no evidence of MI by Kyiv. It turned out to be a case of a strong-state aggressor – Russia – using the threat of irregular migration to dissuade Western militaries from intervening. This does not invalidate the taxonomy – indeed, it shows how important it is to have a tool to help the EU avoid making false accusations of MI.
In the space of two days, between 17 and 18 May 2021, an estimated 8,000 to 12,000 people crossed from Morocco into the Spanish enclave of Ceuta. The images of people scaling fences, taking to the sea in dinghies, or swimming across the border alerted Madrid and other European capitals to a potential migration crisis. Morocco and Spain were quick to react: 300 people had been returned to Morocco by the end of the day on 17 May, followed by a further 5,000 in the subsequent days. Morocco, meanwhile, closed its borders with Ceuta. But even if migration flows quickly abated following this recent episode, diplomatic tensions remain high.

Goals
Morocco's desire to gain international recognition of its sovereignty over the Western Sahara was at the heart of this episode (and indeed previous MI events). The Kingdom has repeatedly used migration to force Spain and its other European neighbours to change course on decisions related to the Western Sahara, more often than not with success. This time, the spark came from a Spanish hospital where Brahim Ghali, leader of the Sahrawi nationalist movement the Polisario Front, was being treated for Covid-19 in April 2020. Morocco saw an opportunity to renew pressures on Spain, boosted by President Trump’s recognition amid US efforts to stabilize relations between Israel and Arab powers in late 2020.

Means
Morocco has its eye on the Spanish cities of Ceuta and Melilla and uses their geographical exposure as an instrument. In a bid to force Spain to open negotiations about the status of the semi-enclaves, Morocco has long leveraged questions of access and border control. At the end of 2019, Morocco suspended tax-free cross-border trade but also cracked down on the illicit smuggling of goods. This cut a lifeline to the two Spanish cities, which are economically weak. Morocco's leverage automatically increased following Covid pandemic-related border closures. Evidence has subsequently emerged that the Kingdom used (Pegasus) spyware to retrieve information on Western Sahara supporters and other high-level politicians not only in Spain but across Europe, potentially calibrating its border activities to coincide with its activities.

Migration nonetheless remains the instrument of choice in Rabat's toolbox. In recent years, Morocco has become a destination for migrants from Western and Central Africa. An estimated 700,000 migrants from these regions reside in Morocco, attracted by the country's economic growth. Spain and the EU have increased financial support to Morocco for border control but also migration governance
and migrant integration.\textsuperscript{17} won over by the country’s efforts to regularize 50,000 asylum seekers and migrants since 2014 and the King’s efforts to focus in particular on vulnerable migrants, as he diversifies economic links away from the EU and uses migration as a diplomatic tool towards the emerging economies to its south.\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{Development}

Although the EU has pushed for migration reforms on the other side of the Mediterranean, an effective mechanism within the EU to alleviate the pressure on Europe’s small, exposed Mediterranean and Atlantic territories remains elusive. And the European Union and its member states are comprised of many such exposed territories (Ceuta and Melilla, the Canary Islands, Lampedusa, Pantelleria, Cyprus, Malta, French DOM-TOMs, and a number of Greek islands): a recent spike in arrivals along the Western African route to Spain’s Canary Islands has again tested Europe’s capacity to cope with changing migratory dynamics.\textsuperscript{19}

It is in this context that Morocco has been able to manufacture migration crises repeatedly, often trying to wrong-foot the EU. The hyper-centralization of power in the Kingdom allows for swift decision-making. Law-enforcement authorities are well-aware of migrant settlements in and around the border cities of Fnideq (close to Ceuta) and Nador (close to Melilla). They regularly conduct camp destructions but, when doing so, they occasionally communicate their intention to ease border controls with Spain. At such times, Morocco is careful to increase surveillance at its eastern and southern borders so that it does not encourage potential transit migrants – offering clues to European intelligence analysts.

Morocco also continues to control its migration campaigns beyond its borders. The Kingdom collaborates with Spanish authorities to return its own nationals and third country nationals that have reached Spain via its territory, by virtue of a readmission clause used solely during such migration episodes. Spain’s capacity for swift returns does not seem to act as a deterrent to migrants, offering a useful lesson for those European governments which view swift returns (and the attendant costly readmission agreements) as the best deterrent for irregular migration.

\textbf{Completion}

The most recent campaign served as a reminder to the EU of Morocco’s offensive capabilities as a strong state. In an effort to de-escalate the situation, the Spanish government ejected the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Arancha González Laya, and then cancelled the nomination of her Head of Cabinet, Camilo Villarino, as Ambassador to Russia – thus leaving Morocco to claim the scalp of the person who had authorized Brahim Ghali’s entry to Spain.\textsuperscript{20} Measured in these narrow terms, therefore, Morocco’s last MI campaign has certainly paid off, and Morocco will most likely trigger similar migratory episodes in the future. But this behaviour is not cost-free.

First, Morocco – or rather the King – is at risk of losing the international prestige on which he depends for domestic authority. Since 2013, he has made a show of its progressive domestic immigration reforms, coupling these with high-level migration diplomacy: Morocco has hosted some of the big global discussions on migration, and opened embassies in Western and Central African states – which in turn opened representations to Morocco in Western Sahara. It has also taken a strong role on migration issues since it re-joined the African Union (AU). Integration in the AU entails taking a leading role in regional free movement regimes which, in turn, give Morocco a strong stake in good regional migration governance.

Second, the Kingdom may suffer domestic consequences. The Covid-19 pandemic, as well as Morocco’s decision to halt smuggling across the borders with the Spanish semi-enclaves, have

\textsuperscript{17} Parliamentary questions, Answer given by High Representative/Vice-President Borrell
\textsuperscript{18} According to a Moroccan expert, about 23,000 people were regularized in 2014, including 5,600 Syrians. Among them, excluding Syrians, some were regularized once again during the second campaign in 2017. According to these estimates, Morocco is far from a total of 50,000 regularizations.
\textsuperscript{19} See https://www.politico.eu/article/lesvos-migrants-limbo-camp-canary-islands-migration-asylum-hotspot/.
severely impacted a local economy reliant on tourism, trade, and cross-border activities. Protests have erupted regularly since the closure of the border with Ceuta and Melilla, as political and economic frustrations have mounted. Interestingly, while sub-Saharan nationals made up the majority of people crossing during previous campaigns, it was not the case this time around and more than a tenth were unaccompanied Moroccan minors (about 1,500). Disappointed Moroccan returnees and their families could amplify the protest movement. Local NGOs had already begun to record discontent about the way that the King had apparently been favouring vulnerable West and Central African migrants over locals (and, paradoxically, also anger that he allows the EU to expel African migrants so readily).

Third, the Kingdom’s effort to shore up its hold over its territory is potentially jeopardized by its repeated MI campaigns, after which thousands of sub-Saharan nationals are immediately returned without a chance of starting an asylum procedure in Spain. This is beginning to jeopardize Morocco’s credibility as a migration actor vis-à-vis African partners, and ultimately endangers its geopolitical objectives in Western Sahara. Furthermore, it runs the risk of undermining its border to Mauritania, which may likewise instrumentalize migration in pursuit of “greater Mauritania”. Morocco has migration interests in Europe too, where bilateral agreements signed with Spain and Italy provide employment for more than 20,000 Moroccan seasonal labourers every year. Spanish experts believe the use of minors in this MI episode could also erode Morocco’s standing as a trustworthy migration partner for Spain and the EU.

Fourth, the King may find his authoritarian credentials undermined. Morocco’s repeated moves to economically isolate Ceuta and Melilla have raised Spanish concerns over the semi-enclaves. Since then, the government in Madrid has set out to boost economic activity and social cohesion in the two cities. Madrid managed to Europeanize what Rabat sees as a bilateral standoff and has signalled that it may also consider integrating them into the Schengen area. This would result in reinforced border control, would allow for the intervention of Frontex, and would put a definitive end to Moroccans’ facilitated access to the semi-enclaves. Whilst Morocco might view this as a means to exert leverage over Spain, and by extension the rest of the EU, its migration strategy could very well turn against itself.

21 The Spanish government has not released data from arrivals to Ceuta between 17–18 May 2021, but Spanish experts confirmed that Moroccan nationals made up the majority of the crossings.
26 On MI, Spain pushed for the resolution of the European Parliament on unaccompanied minors: European Parliament resolution of 10 June 2021 on the breach of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and the use of minors by the Moroccan authorities in the migratory crisis in Ceuta (2021/2747(RSP)).
Case study 2. Proxy state: Belarus

Belarus, ruled by authoritarian President Alexander Lukashenko for 27 years, has long been dependent on Russia politically, militarily, and also economically. However, the post-election crisis of August 2020 constituted a fundamental change: Lukashenko could preserve his power only with Russia’s active, multi-domain assistance. The fact that he could stay in power only with Russia’s help eroded Lukashenko’s freedom of manoeuvre decisively, and is likely to do so even further, as Moscow keeps gradually extending its influence over Belarus. Hence, since 2020 Belarus has largely qualified as a proxy of Russia, particularly regarding its relations to the West.

In early July 2021, Belarus started to move irregular migrants first to its border with Lithuania, and thereafter also to Poland and Latvia, setting them loose on what Frontex calls the Eastern Borders Route. On the EU’s Eastern borders there have historically been far fewer irregular migrants than on any other migratory route to the EU. Between 2004 and 2018, Lithuania received an average of 500 asylum applications per year. This is why the policy of Belarus to deliver non-European migrants to the country’s Western borders constitutes a major shock, and an apparent case of MI. As of mid-September, Poland reported more than 7,000 attempts to illegally cross the border. Lithuania intercepted approximately 4,200 migrants, and Latvia more than a thousand.

Alexander Lukashenko nevertheless has a long history of MI during his rule. As long ago as 2002, and again in 2004, he threatened the EU with “a flood of migrants”, but his demands were not met.

Hence, the latest crisis fits into a long-established pattern, with the crucial difference that this time Lukashenko carried out his threat. It was preceded by months of gradually testing the border security of Poland, Lithuania and Latvia. Belarusian authorities duly started to deliver migrants to the border zones from spring 2021 on. At first, only individuals arrived, followed by small groups. Lukashenko scaled up following the EU’s firm response to the forced landing of Ryanair flight FR4978 and the abduction of opposition journalist Roman Protasevich in late May.

Goals
The Belarusian regime was pursuing multiple goals. First: retaliation. Lukashenko already threatened the West with a “flood of migrants and drugs” in late May, to deter the West from sharpening sanctions following the Protasevich case. More recently, he extended the threat by also mentioning drugs and nuclear waste. The need to maintain credibility probably played a role in his decision after sanctions were introduced. Since the fraudulent August 2020 presidential elections, moreover, both Poland and Lithuania have been actively supporting the Belarusian opposition and are providing shelter for opposition politicians and activists. This too may invite retaliation.

Second: national budgets. Migrants have initially been required to hand over sums up to and over USD 10,000 for what they believe to be a visa, depending on how they want to get treated by the Belarusian authorities. Although the price recently dropped significantly, in some cases even to approximately USD 1,000, the operation still provides the Belarusian regime with a significant income. If one calculates an average USD 3,000–4,000, the more than 25,000 migrants have provided Belarus with an income of USD 75–100 million.
Third – and probably most worrying for the EU – by testing the EU’s border defences, Lukashenko is probably testing the ground for Russia’s future MI actions. Moscow is bracing for a massive influx of refugees from Afghanistan following Western withdrawal. The fact that Russian President Vladimir Putin reportedly refused Western demands to put pressure on Lukashenko in the migration issue indicates that Moscow has an interest in the continuation of the crisis. This remains speculation, but such an eventuality derives from Belarus’s status as a Russian proxy.

Means
Most migrants were flown in from Iraq by the Belarusian state-run airline, Belavia. Iraqi Airways also participated in the operation, and this facilitated migration was so popular in Iraq that besides the long-established Baghdad-Minsk route, new routes were also opened to Belarus from Basra, Erbil and Suleymaniyah. In early August, the EU put an end to the Iraqi Airways flights, but a private Iraqi carrier, Fly Baghdad, was still involved for a short time afterwards. As of early October 2021, Belarus started to open new destinations from which further migrants can be flown in: Belavia had flights from Istanbul Airport and started using Damascus as well. The latter is particularly worrying because war-torn Syria will probably not be short of people who want to leave the country and get to Europe.

After passenger aircraft landed in Minsk, migrants were first made to wait a few days (sometimes weeks), after which they were shipped to Belarus’s Western borders. They were transported to the border zone by bus, covering the last kilometres on foot, with the direct guidance of Belarusian border guards. Sometimes the Belarusian military was also involved in the operations. Since Lithuania and Poland started to seal their Eastern borders, Belarusian police, sometimes in full riot gear, forcibly pushed migrants over the border line.

Development
In order to be able to swiftly implement the necessary measures in the border region, both Latvia and Poland introduced a state of emergency in the border region, in early August and early September respectively. Both Poland and Lithuania also started to construct border fences in August 2021. However, they have a long line to secure: the Polish-Belarusian border is approximately 400 kilometres long, while the Lithuania-Belarus border is almost 680 kilometres, and the terrain is complicated. As an interim measure, barbed wire was installed because constructing a standing border fence may take years. Migrants who managed to cross the border were getting pushed back by border personnel.

There have been cases where people got stuck in “no man’s land”. In early September the situation on the Polish-Belarusian border became so critical that the International Organization for Migration (IOM) officially protested and called for more humane treatment of the migrants, albeit without pointing the finger at either side. The migration situation caused considerable domestic political tensions in Poland, and to a lesser extent also in Lithuania.

The EU got involved right from the beginning of the crisis. Besides repeatedly criticizing Belarus for instrumentalizing migration and using people as a hybrid warfare tool, concrete action was also taken.

---

38 TASS, Лукашенко поблагодарил Путина за поддержку Минска в споре с Западом по проблеме миграции, 9 September 2021, https://tass.ru/politik/a-pathetic-revenge-policy-is-belarus-facilitating-illegal-migration-to-lithuania
39 TASS, Лукашенко поблагодарил Путина за поддержку Минска в споре с Западом по проблеме миграции, 9 September 2021, https://tass.ru/politik/a-pathetic-revenge-policy-is-belarus-facilitating-illegal-migration-to-lithuania
41 Ibid.
43 Interview with competent Lithuanian immigration official, Vilnius, September 2021.
taken. At the request of the Lithuanian government, Frontex started to send officers and equipment to Lithuania as early as 1 July and launched a rapid intervention a few days later.\(^{51}\) In addition, the EU Civil Protection Mechanism Response was also activated, in the framework of which 19 EU countries are assisting Lithuania.\(^{52}\)

Lukashenko’s leverage was going to become stronger before weakening. Due to severe weather, the chances of migrants losing their lives due to the harsh circumstances were increasing. The first fatalities already took place in September,\(^{53}\) and were condemned by NGOs in the EU. Moreover, as both Poland and Lithuania were trying to fully seal their borders with Belarus, more and more migrants remained stuck between the two countries or remained in Belarus. The presence of migrants in the border zone was causing local tensions in Belarus, and the authorities were likely to become more forceful in pushing them physically across the border. This would increase the risk of a physical confrontation between Belarusian and EU border guards.

(In)completion

In line with its classification as a proxy state, Belarus did not voice any particular political demands of its own. Lukashenko could have offered to bring migrant arrivals to an end in view of pursuing a deal with the EU.

There were however signs indicating that Minsk was planning to escalate further, probably increasing both the scale and the geographical diversity of the influx of migrants. In a presidential decree, Lukashenko granted citizens of Iraq and Pakistan visa-free entry to Belarus in August 2021,\(^{54}\) while Iran, Egypt and Jordan are already on the visa-free list.

In this episode, Belarus has experienced only limited costs. As relations between Minsk and the EU are already frozen, Lukashenko did not run the risk of further deterioration of political relations. Theoretically, he may have risked further EU sanctions; however, Minsk probably assessed that Warsaw, Vilnius and Riga were not strong enough together to obtain additional EU sanctions – thought they managed to push through emergency asylum regulations at the level of the Commission.\(^{55}\)

One of the means of raising the costs for the Lukashenko regime was to sanction Belavia because the state air carrier is systematically contributing to organized human trafficking by importing migrants. The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is indeed an option, particularly because ICAO has already become involved following the Protasevich case. In addition to this, if Belarus keeps using Belavia, further targeted sanctions may also be considered against the company, including financial ones.

However, by classifying Belarus as a proxy, the EU may be able to raise costs where they really count: Russia. If Russia decides to direct future incoming Afghan migrants to Europe, Moscow may well use Minsk as a migrant channel. If the EU does not prepare accordingly, Russia will be able to employ a certain level of deniability, particularly if Belarus continues the airlifting of migrants, which would make it hard to define the exact apportioning of responsibility between the two. Meanwhile, it would be Belarus, not Russia that has to deal with the potentially prolonged presence of migrants on its own territory, as well as with most international repercussions.

Even if the EU is faced with ambiguity on the part of Russia, it can nevertheless ratchet up the costs without introducing targeted new sanctions. The EU, for instance, already has in place extensive laws on money laundering, which are not properly enforced but which would hit Russia hard.

---


Once the conflict began in 2014, inducing significant internal displacements in Ukraine, many in Brussels were worried that Kyiv might try to instrumentalize migration against the EU, and thus coerce the EU into providing more support. In fact, quite the opposite happened: while Ukraine did not consciously employ migration against the EU, migration was instrumentalized against Ukraine by Russia. Hence, the Ukraine case illustrates how migration patterns induced or aggravated by armed conflicts may be instrumentalized against a weak state, and how these may also have collateral effects on the EU. While Ukraine is too weak to instrumentalize migration, it is also too weak to resist when Russia also employs MI against it. In line with the general purpose of the present study, only those aspects of Ukraine’s migration patterns are analyzed, which may serve as a tool of MI against Ukraine as well as the West.

Ukraine was one of the major sources of labour migration both to the EU and Russia even before the 2014 crisis. Migration from the Russian Federation to Ukraine, and vice versa, constituted the two busiest migration corridors in Europe,\(^56\) with approximately three million Ukrainians working in Russia, and several hundred thousand in the West before the conflict began in 2014.\(^57\)

### Goals

The post-2014 leadership of Ukraine is not an active actor that would willingly employ MI against the West. Instead, Ukraine is subject to Russian external pressure, which has led to such migration-related consequences as massive internal displacements and the loss of population, which Kyiv could not – and still cannot – prevent, and which are harming both Ukraine and the EU. In some cases, Ukraine had to factor in the migration-related consequences as collateral damage for ensuring its own national security. In other words, Ukraine has simply been too weak to resist Russia’s military, economic and other actions, which had – among others – migration-related consequences as well, which also affected the EU. However, migration effects on the European Union were not the result of Kyiv’s deliberate MI actions, but side effects of Ukraine’s weakness vis-à-vis Russia. Nevertheless, as Ukraine is the source of these effects, one needs to factor them into Ukraine too.

Meanwhile, at least since the events of 2015–2016 in the High North, when Russia used MI against Norway and Finland, Moscow is aware that it can efficiently use migration as a hybrid threat weapon against the European Union.

### Means

The migration-related consequences of the Russia-Ukraine conflict have a multifaceted effect on Ukraine’s resilience as a state, described in detail below. Some of these are short-term, such as the phenomenon of draft evasions, while others, such as the alienation of the occupied Eastern Ukraine from the metropolitan area are weakening Ukraine in the long run as well. None of these effects are contained within Ukraine’s borders, but are also affecting the security of the EU as well.

Probably the most significant phenomenon is how Russia is instrumentalizing the situation – including the migration aspects – of the population of the occupied Eastern Ukrainian territories by further alienating these regions from other parts of the country. From the perspective of the taxonomy of the present study, this constitutes a very special case as Ukraine is not controlling these territories. Developments taking place in occupied Donbas, including migration-related ones, are out of Ukraine’s control. Nevertheless, as the occupied regions are parts of Ukraine, formally it is still Ukraine that is the geographical source of the problem. Hence, the weakness of the Ukrainian state is manifested not in the deliberate employment of MI, but in the inability to resist the migration-related consequences of the actions of an external actor.

Furthermore, the rapidly growing labour migration of Ukrainians into the European Union carries the risk that Russia might also capitalize on this against those EU countries that host the most Ukrainian migrants.


Development

Ukraine faced migration-related problems in keeping its armed forces properly manned at the beginning of the crisis. Starting from 2014, when Ukraine launched several waves of conscription to counter the Russian aggression, massive draft evasion started to take place in the country, with tens of thousands of fighting-age men trying to avoid being drafted into the army.58 Thousands of them decided to go abroad. Indeed, the number of Ukrainian migrants in Poland grew considerably after 2014, with thousands of Ukrainian men fleeing to Hungary, and even the UK noting an increase in the number of Ukrainian men seeking asylum.59 While many of them returned once the actual conscription cycle was over, the story still illustrates how a militarily weak state could become further weakened by unwanted emigration. Should Ukraine be forced to relaunch conscription, in order to react to Russia’s military build-up for example, the same draft-dodging phenomenon would likely be repeated.

The internally displaced persons (IDPs) situation constitutes another dimension of how Russia’s war is affecting Ukraine’s migration patterns. After Russia illegally occupied and annexed Crimea, some 22,000 Ukrainians left the peninsula and became IDPs in other regions of Ukraine. Significantly more Ukrainians left the occupied parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, particularly because the East has become an active war zone: as of 2016, the number of registered IDPs from these territories was approximately 1 million.60 It should be noted that all of these numbers constitute a minimum threshold, as these are only the registered IDPs, while in reality many more people left the occupied territories, but without registering as IDPs.

Although the frontline in Eastern Ukraine has been largely stable since 2015, the conflict keeps generating an increasing number of new internal displacements. Even though such displacements are directly connected to the Russian aggression, they still affect Ukraine’s migration patterns. In 2018 alone, there were 12,000 new displacements related to the conflict: in fact, in that year, Ukraine was the only European country where conflict-related displacements were taking place.61 The number of registered IDPs keeps growing: according to the UNHCR data, the combined number of IDPs in Ukraine as of January 2021 was approximately 1.459 million,62 posing a considerable challenge to the country’s social system.

Since the outbreak of the conflict, patterns of migration from Ukraine have also changed considerably. Labour-related migration from the government-controlled territories to Russia dropped significantly.63 Meanwhile, for non-IDP inhabitants of the occupied parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, Russia is the only viable choice for finding proper employment, as their ties to Ukraine proper have largely been severed by the seven-year-long conflict.64 This has been the case particularly because in order to guarantee the protection of the territories under government control, Ukraine had to introduce very tight control over people’s movements across the line of contact.

Moscow has been using this newly emerged pattern of labour migration from the occupied territories to intensify its control over the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, and to further alienate them from Ukraine. Degrees and diplomas issued in Donetsk and Luhansk are recognized in Russia, the currency used there is Russian roubles, and Moscow has been conducting an active ‘passportization’ policy: as of September 2021, some 600,000–700,000 Russian passports65 have already been distributed to inhabitants of the occupied Eastern Ukraine. This ‘passportization’ may well serve as a pretext for Russia to act against Ukraine in the future, by claiming to protect Russian citizens. These newly created citizens are also used in other ways. Many of them already participated in the September 2021 parliamentary election in Russia, being pushed by various administrative means to travel and vote in the

61 IOM, ‘World Migration Report’, 90
64 In addition, since 2014, approximately 400,000 people from the occupied territories have moved to Russia, with most of them succeeding in getting their status legalized: IOM, ‘World Migration Report’, 93.
neighbouring Rostov region,\textsuperscript{66} supposedly for the United Russia party. All in all, Russia is even using the migration-related aspects of the conflict it has generated to further weaken Ukraine, which is too weak to counter this form of MI.

In addition to this, the post-2014 Ukrainian migration to Europe also has possible MI aspects. Since 2014, Poland has become the most popular destination for labour migration among Ukrainians,\textsuperscript{67} and as of 2021, around 1.5 million Ukrainians are officially working in Poland.\textsuperscript{68} The real number is probably a lot higher due to short-term workers.\textsuperscript{69} While remittances constitute a crucially important element of the Ukrainian economy (the relative peak was in 2018 when remittances equalled 11.25% of Ukraine’s GDP,\textsuperscript{70} which has decreased since then due to the Covid-19 pandemic), the rapidly growing presence of Ukrainians in Poland may carry certain risks too.

The Ukraine-Poland relationship is burdened by a series of historical tensions, related to the troubled mutual history of the two countries, particularly in the first half of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century. Russia is documented as having aggravated these tensions by information means, as well as by provocations committed on both sides.\textsuperscript{71} Hence, the greater the number of Ukrainians living in Poland, the greater the chances that history-related tensions may escalate into minor local, but easy-to-mediatize conflicts between Poles and Ukrainians in Poland. Such concerns are justified: in 2018 the situation even induced former presidents of the two countries to issue a joint warning.\textsuperscript{72}

Moreover, certain developments in the Belarusian MI case, namely that Minsk may consider redirecting migrants from the Polish border to the Ukrainian one may result in Kyiv being further affected by MI.\textsuperscript{73} Should migrants from Belarus start flowing into Ukraine, they may well subsequently try to cross Ukraine-EU borders. Should this happen, it would be up to Ukraine to stem the tide, or to let it flow westwards. In other words, somewhat paradoxically, should Belarus’s Lukashenko decide to escalate MI by getting Ukraine involved too, this would empower Ukraine with the possibility of using MI against the EU. This would exert direct migration pressure on Poland, Slovakia and Hungary. However, considering Ukraine’s strong, multi-layered dependence on the EU, including the visa-free regime, it is unlikely that Kyiv would opt for open MI against the EU, even if Belarus decides to redirect its migrants towards Ukraine.

Completion

It is impossible to define when and how the two territorial conflicts affecting Ukraine will come to an end. As long as they remain unresolved, they will continue to weaken Ukraine not only militarily and economically, but also socially, namely by preventing IDPs from returning to their homes. In addition to this, in the long run Ukraine is going to suffer a serious loss of population, due to both inherent demographic factors as well as outmigration from the country, partly due to the conflict generated by Russia. While in 2016 the population of Ukraine was 44.2 million, it might drop to 32.9 million by 2025,\textsuperscript{74} constituting a loss that exceeds 25%. This will massively affect Ukraine’s economy as a whole, including productivity as well as the sustainability of the social and pension systems.

\begin{footnotesize}

\textsuperscript{67} Jerzy Pieńkowski, ‘The Impact of Labour Migration on the Ukrainian Economy’, 11.

\textsuperscript{68} Ukrinform, ‘Ambassador Deshchytsia: Some 1.5 mln Ukrainians working in Poland’, 20 July 2021, \url{https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-economy/3283681-ambassador-deshchytsia-some-1-5mln-ukrainians-working-in-poland.html}.

\textsuperscript{69} The introduction of visa-free entry to the EU for Ukrainians holding biometric passports has been another pull factor, allowing hundreds of thousands of Ukrainians to take seasonal and ad hoc jobs in Poland, particularly in the agricultural, hospitality, construction, and care sectors.

\textsuperscript{70} World Bank, ‘Personal remittances, received (% of GDP) – Ukraine’, \url{https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/BX.TRF.PWKR.DT.GD.ZS?locations=UA}.

\textsuperscript{71} For a slightly emotional, but informative description, see John R. Schindler, ‘This Is How Vladimir Putin Manufactures Conflict Between Nations’, 7 November 2018, \url{https://observer.com/2018/07/putin-conflict-poland-ukraine-nato/}.


\textsuperscript{74} Olena Malynovska, ‘Migration In Ukraine: Facts and Figures’, 4.
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Case study 4. Non-state actor: Libyan militias

Since the fall of Muammar Gaddafi in 2011, Libya has become a major launch point to Europe for migrants from Northern, Western, Central and Eastern Africa, but also from countries further afield (Bangladesh, Iran, Afghanistan). Between 2009 and 2020, over 800,000 irregular border crossings were reported along the Central Mediterranean Route (see graph for details) despite huge dangers (the International Organization for Migration reported close to 14,000 deaths along the route between 2014 and 2020). The vast majority of migrants taking the Central Mediterranean route passed through Libya, where the EU finds itself dealing with an array of “rent-seeking” non-state actors looking for funds, engagement, and a formalization of their de facto role in carrying out functions usually reserved for the state.

Goals

The large numbers of migrants crossing the Mediterranean have earned Libya a reputation as Africa’s “human conveyor belt”, which can be activated by smuggling gangs as well as the armed militias fighting in the country since 2011. Rather, long-established smuggling practices along Libya’s southern borders, coupled with the presence of migrants seeking work in Libya’s oil and household sectors, produced a huge potential source of cash and power which militias and other state and non-state actors have leveraged for their own survival. Europe is not a primary target in their survival strategies, but it is very much a collateral victim of these dynamics.

Militias compete for control over territory, advantageous alliances, and the recognition of semi-formal institutions that facilitate their access to smuggling opportunities and ensure revenues – sometimes with no overarching political objective other than a kind of raison d’état. They take protection
money and impose fees for migrant smugglers to operate on or through a given territory. The authorities also compete with militias for such fees. Cases of collusion with smugglers are reported among coast guards and officials of the Department to Counter Illegal Migration (the DCIM, which runs migrant detention centres). Municipalities have also imposed taxes on smugglers to supplement municipal budgets.81

Means
The ability of the militias to exert control over a patchwork of local territories has been a key point of leverage when dealing with European security officials. Some militias have developed quite sophisticated means of selling themselves to Europeans, be it by engaging with journalists or trying to influence the public debate in Europe by building up social media capacities and semi-formal representation. But there is a tension between a willingness to do the work of Europeans on irregular migration – in particular of former colonial powers – and their local authority, and militias have made this clear to Europeans in a bid to raise the price for their services.

These armed militias thrive on Libya’s strong regional identities, the ability to recruit young people, readily available supplies of arms, and opportunities to exploit Libya’s war economy. Smuggling – of migrants, fuel, drugs, and other goods – is an accepted income-generating activity that state and non-state actors alike have sought to control for financial gains since the controls of the Gaddafi regime came to an end.

Development
In 2015, the EU launched Operation Sophia, which functioned as a search and rescue operation in the Mediterranean. But in 2016, as Italy continued to face high numbers of arrivals, authorities from Europe turned to Libya’s Government of National Accord (GNA) to control irregular departures.82

First, Italian authorities inked a Memorandum of Understanding with the GNA to combat irregular migration and trafficking.83 For financial incentives, but also to burnish their image vis-à-vis the local and international communities,84 GNA-affiliated militias previously involved in abusive forms of migrant smuggling now turned to counter-smuggling.85

Second, search and rescue operations were gradually removed while border controls intensified. Italian authorities issued a code of conduct aimed at bringing private rescue efforts to heel,86 and causing some NGOs to halt their search and rescue activities.87

Third, at the EU level, Italy pushed for the suspension of Operation Sophia. In parallel, the EU and Italy funded capacity-building and equipment for the Libyan coast guard and encouraged the authorities to restore Libya’s full national search and rescue zone.88

Completion
Taken together, these efforts contributed to drastically reducing irregular crossings – between October 2016 and 2017, the number of detected irregular crossings monthly shrank by 75%, according to Frontex data (see graph above).89 Search and rescue NGOs have desisted from their activities, and

88 Mark Micallef and Tuesday Reitano, ‘The anti-human smuggling business and Libya’s political end game’, 6.
89 Although the number of departures did increase briefly after the signing of the Italian-GNA MoU in February 2017 as smugglers and migrants hastily proceeded, seeing their window of opportunity closing.
private vessels now face problems disembarking rescued migrants in the EU. Smugglers, in the wake of international efforts to destroy boats, have lost the independent means of transporting migrants across the Mediterranean, and are also finding it harder to bring migrants into Libya via neighbouring Niger. But the precarious situation in Libya and its continued reliance on armed militias do beg a counterfactual analysis to ask whether the EU has addressed this as well as it might have done.

Its co-optation of militias placed Europe in a situation of dependency, even if the EU subsequently diminished that dependency by undercutting possibilities for sea crossings and sea rescues in the Mediterranean. Further, although the EU did subsequently crack down on militias, this contributed to the fragmentation and competition in Libya – with Italy’s GNA deal resulting in conflict between militias working with smugglers in Sabratha, a major departure point. Some European capitals, moreover, have reduced their reliance on militias by empowering other actors in the conflict – General Haftar’s Libyan National Army (LNA) – undermining the credibility of the Italo-Libyan deal as well as a broader commitment to the GNA.

What might an alternative EU approach have looked like – one which raised the costs for MI? First, since the militias are reliant on local acceptance for their authority, the EU might have raised the costs of rent-seeking for the militias by making alliances with other local actors. One relatively untapped network of potential allies was made up of Libyan municipalities and mayors, who themselves had often suffered discrimination under Gaddafi, and who were committed to the good treatment of African migrants. As the conflict has gone on, mayors have perhaps become the only elected officials with an undisputed democratic mandate. Gaddafi famously played one city off against another, and when the EU has engaged with mayors, it has achieved important breakthroughs when it comes to reconciliation.

Second, there was scope for more sympathetic EU engagement when it came to the management of Libya’s southern border. Early in the conflict, the EU took the international lead with regard to Libyan customs control, a vital function in preventing the spread of arms. Officials from the World Customs Organization argue that the EU could have been more sympathetic to local culture, where smuggling, including migrant smuggling, is traditionally an activity devoid of social stigma in the region, and one which has provided a livelihood for many peripheral communities in Libya, as well as women and children.90 Not only is the EU accused of repurposing customs posts for immigration control, it has also drawn criticism for not acknowledging the legitimacy of the local smuggling economy. If it had done so, it might have undercut the militias and found more reliable partners when it came to countering people smuggling. As it was, the EU was considered to be cracking down as hard on the smuggling of sugar as it was on that of people and arms.

Third, history was repeating itself, but the EU had failed to learn from past examples of MI. In 2008, European governments gave in to Gaddafi, inking a deal with him to hold back migration, even though letting people out would have weakened Libya’s economy and regional standing, and relatively few migrants wanted to go to Europe anyway. Today, the presence of an estimated 600,000 largely African migrants in Libya creates money-making opportunities for militias besides smuggling – including abductions and trafficking.91 An estimated 90% of these migrants reached Libya in search of employment and do not necessarily seek to cross the Mediterranean to Europe.92 Many who eventually chose to be smuggled to Europe did so to escape the repeated abductions by militias.93

93 Gabriella Sanchez, 'Beyond Militias and Tribes: The Facilitation of Migration in Libya.'
The four case studies confirmed the potential utility of the taxonomy for policymaking. In the case of Belarus, the case study was carried out at a time when EU officials were suggesting that Belarus constituted its own category of perpetrator, a “rogue state” impervious to any kind of influence from the EU or indeed Russia. But the research showed that Belarus was in fact exhibiting classic characteristics predicted of a “proxy state” in the taxonomy, and it is now generally accepted that Belarus has been operating under Russian patronage – largely on its own initiative, trying to improve its position relative to Moscow and Brussels, but with Russia opportunistically backing it for its own purposes. Exacerbating the tensions within this relationship between Belarus and Russia was the key to the response.

As for the case of Ukraine, as noted: the fact that it did not fit into the taxonomy of perpetrators after all and was not behaving like a “weak state” does not invalidate the scheme. Ukraine’s actions following the Russian annexation of Crimea always ranked as a borderline case, and it is a useful finding to be able to exonerate Kyiv from this kind of behaviour on the basis that it does not meet the conditions in the taxonomy. Nevertheless, the Ukraine case does call into question some of the assumptions upon which the project was built. The whole reason for developing a taxonomy was that MI was an unusually overt and unambiguous form of action. The ease with which the EU could identify perpetrators would be key for the EU in overcoming MI’s low-cost character. But the Ukraine case study suggests that MI is not always overt and unambiguous.

True, it may seem obvious that “weak state” cases are ambiguous, since these involve countries that are looking to the EU to help them out. Their basic posture is not antagonistic towards the EU. For them, MI is not an overtly hostile act so much as a means of mutualizing their problems and catching the EU’s attention. They are likely to be easily overwhelmed by the task of managing through-flows to the EU, not to mention providing employment and security for their own citizens. The trouble is that other case studies showed that this ambiguity is not confined to the “weak state” category. Across the board, there was a fine line between antagonism and cooperation. In the case of Morocco, for instance, this took the form of the government pushing migrants into the EU with one hand and taking them back with the other.

Nevertheless, if all four types of actors are partly seeking an improvement in cooperation with the EU, this in turn suggests that the costs for all perpetrators of MI are unexpectedly high. All four categories of actor in the taxonomy are likely to have some kind of cooperative goal in mind – help from the EU in bearing a particular burden, a desire for recognition, sanctions relief, or a hedging of relations away from their patron state. Thus, MI, far from being a low-cost tool of antagonism and destabilization, incurs costs for the perpetrator. This strongly suggests that the EU can build up practices tailored to each of these categories of actors, which would escalate these costs. These EU practices might take the form of sanctions, but could also be realized through unpredictable behaviour and rewards for other players.

The literature review had already shown that the EU is not always the natural destination for migrants, with migrants requiring a “shove” from transit states to move on to the EU. That “shove” typically requires strenuous efforts as people see that the journey to the EU is more dangerous than they thought; as the perpetrators face censure from within their own society and the migrants’ countries of origin; as their broader infrastructure and cross-border supply chains become harder to secure; as migrants get stuck in the protagonist country as EU border security becomes more efficient; and as the available stock of migrants shrinks. This thesis that the costs of carrying out an MI campaign are in fact quite high, and even “strong state” perpetrators are sensitive to the further ratcheting up of costs by the EU, is confirmed by interviews with practitioners (Infobox 4).
MI ranks as a low-cost tool of coercive diplomacy and hybrid warfare. Based on a retrospective analysis of the experiences of 2014–2020, however, EU risk analysts suggest that even a strong transit state actually faces significant costs when it threatens to “open the floodgates” to Europe:

- If the strong state demands an EU-Turkey-style “buffer deal”, this can push up the numbers of those moving into the country, fearful that they will miss the last chance to transit to the EU. When this happens, the transit state will quickly realize that stemming the flow of people is in its interests, and will not always wait for the EU to pay it to do what is in the national interest.

- Once the flow has stopped, each time the strong state subsequently speaks about “reopening the floodgates to Europe”, or misinformation about a border opening has spread about migrants, a few thousand people already inside the country tend to move towards its border with the EU, but hundreds of thousands move closer to its borders from neighbouring countries.

- Similarly, each time the transit state loosens controls at the border to the EU, it risks losing control not only of its other land borders, but also of its air borders, a particular problem for transit states that pose as an international aerial hub. The strong state may also see national dissidents or criminal suspects seep out of the country alongside migrants.

- Over time the transit state develops a stake in the local integration of migrants. If it “opens the floodgates” to the EU, the strong state also loses the ability to use refugees for domestic demographic engineering (to dilute areas dominated by ethnic minorities, or naturalize migrants and create a new loyal voter clientele).

- Pushing migrants across borders can pose a threat to a strong state’s domestic stability. Immigrants and refugees, for instance, tend to be marginalized within the healthcare system. Moving them around for strategic purposes would pose a threat to efforts to contain the Covid-19 pandemic.

- Many transit states try to use migration issues to build their own international prestige and attractiveness, not just appealing to high-value migrants, but posing as a leader in their religious and linguistics worlds. Each time they threaten to “open the floodgates”, they may undermine their model of “religious humanitarianism” or regional security cooperation.

- Transit states that resort to MI also lose potential allies in Europe and North America when trying to protect themselves against MI (following conflicts in their neighbourhood). Numerous transit countries have, for instance, been targeted by Russian MI actions, and can hardly hope for support from the EU if they follow suit.

- Each time the transit state tries to instrumentalize migration, it risks entering an aggressive negotiating pattern with the EU that is not in its interests – it finds itself obliged to push for visa liberalization for its broader population whilst potentially risking getting cut off from its diaspora population and business elites in the EU.

- The transit state has limited interest in losing the wealthier and more educated migrants, let alone squandering relations with wealthy states that they come from. The transit state is typically more interested in diversifying relations away from the EU, seeking trade and investment opportunities, and signing readmission deals of its own.
What use to make of the taxonomy: Reaction or prevention?

How, then, can the EU make the best use of this taxonomy? The EU’s current response to MI has been criticized for being crisis-driven and reactive, and so the logical option is to use a taxonomy to move towards anticipation and prevention. Anticipation is a core principle of most approaches to security, whether it be building resilience to hybrid threats at home or preventing conflict abroad. And, when it comes to most types of crisis, prevention is usually considered more cost-effective than reaction. This last section, however, explains that a taxonomy like the one developed here will not pave the way for this shift: the taxonomy helps with attribution and punishment, but it is not a tool for predicting incidences of MI or highlighting anything but the most generic kinds of structural vulnerabilities on the EU side.

**Even with a taxonomy, it is extremely difficult to predict MI events**

An accurate and comprehensive taxonomy of hostile actions of the kind developed in this paper would usually prove a key component of risk mitigation, allowing the EU to systematize the threats it faces, and then pre-emptively close off its vulnerabilities. So does this mean that the EU can use a taxonomy to switch to something more preventive – to deterrence by denial vis-à-vis its neighbours (that is, the EU anticipates its own MI vulnerabilities, pinpoints them, and closes them off pre-emptively)? The answer is no. Simply being able to systematize MI episodes after they occur does not equate to a system for predicting how, when and where they will occur again in the future. It merely points to the fact that MI tends to be (relatively) overt and repetitive.

The taxonomy was based on a small caseload of around 40 past episodes and will help with attribution and identification of cases as they occur. But if the EU seeks the capability to predict future episodes, it will have to process vastly more past cases, including all of the thousands of examples when third countries had the means and opportunity but did not resort to MI. This is a well-known problem in risk analysis: hostile events like MI that seem obvious and predictable in hindsight are in fact extremely hard to predict and prevent. This, indeed, is part of MI’s attractiveness as an instrument: hostile parties can undermine citizens’ faith in the EU to deal with threats that seem blunt and obvious; a state like Belarus can appear brazen and make the EU look flatfooted. The questions in **Infobox 5** are indicative of the complexity of prediction.

---

When Lebanon, already home to thousands of refugees, experienced a series of humanitarian disasters of its own in 2020, analysts in the EU were asked to predict whether member states would be subject to MI actions. They faced questions such as: “Will a third power try to instrumentalize a flow of migrants from Lebanon to Cyprus, and if so how?”

Such an MI action would look highly predictable in hindsight, but it is near impossible to predict. Even though countries such as Russia and Iran have a long track record when it comes to MI, they have also used migration to the EU as leverage to draw Europeans to side with them against others – which logic applies now?

- Third powers active in the Levant have sometimes had the opportunity to engage in MI but avoided its use in ways that might antagonize Europeans at times of tension with each other; but they have also used migration to the EU as leverage to draw Europeans to side with them against others – which logic applies now?
- If a third power does focus its MI actions on Cyprus, will it be as an EU member state or within the third power’s bilateral relations to Nicosia, or indeed to target British military bases hosted in Cyprus that allow the UK to project power into the Levant?
- Does it matter that Cyprus is not in the Schengen Area for instance when it comes to the willingness of migrants to go there, and is Cyprus’s outlier status a vulnerability for the EU when it comes to resolving the problem or does the lack of connectivity to the rest of the EU count as an advantage?
- Most fundamentally of all: do the third powers themselves even know what their intentions are when it comes to instrumentalizing migration in the Levant, or are they opportunistic?

Infobox 5. The difficulty in predicting MI events

When reacting to an MI event, the EU simply has to identify which of the four types the perpetrator belongs to, according to some very basic characteristics; prediction would require far more precision about motives and means and indeed the range of possible perpetrators. A relatively small number of actors targeted the EU with an MI campaign in 2014–2020, and they were almost wholly confined to the EU neighbourhood. This made it possible to propose a simple and comprehensive classification of MI players without creating multiple categories with precise characteristics. However, when trying to predict future events, the number of actors surrounding the EU that can potentially engage in MI suddenly seems daunting – and not just because it does theoretically include more distant players like Iran. Current tensions between the UK and France suggest that even the closest relations are susceptible to a degree of MI.

As for the (relatively) unambiguous nature of MI, which likewise makes identification, attribution and reaction quite easy, MI becomes far more ambiguous as the EU attempts to get ahead of it. Again, this is because of the fine line between cooperation and coercion. Interviewees highlighted that almost all migration cooperation is based on an implicit threat of MI. Even close EU partners like Morocco and Ukraine require incentives to hold back migrants that are heading to the EU. And the EU effectively legitimizes this by creating rewards for cooperation even on matters that should really be taken as given – issues that count as a basic obligation under international law (such as repatriation agreements), or basic tasks of statecraft (such as cracking down on cross-border crime). The EU has, moreover, used supposedly “altruistic” development, peacekeeping and even humanitarian tools as incentives.

Given these difficulties, border professionals interviewed for this and previous studies stressed that it would be both costly to create the necessary centralized analytical capability for forecasting MI events, as well as risky given the concentration of sensitive intelligence in one place. Instead, they highlighted the EU’s decentralized risk networks and the importance of tailored country analyses in front-line member states to ensure the EU is not taken entirely by surprise by an incipient

95 The EU’s use of carrier sanctions on airlines carrying passengers without the requisite paperwork means that more distant states – even those in Latin America which enjoy visa-free travel to Europe and are facing a migration crisis – are unlikely to engage in these tactics.
MI episode. Some also highlighted the importance of keeping these risk analysis networks open to non-EU states even though this would seem to expose the EU to additional risks by revealing its vulnerabilities. In general, they wanted the EU to factor in frontline analysis when taking major decisions like introducing sanctions; they also said that the EU should provide frontline member states with its own generic lessons from a central repository.

There are positive arguments for reactivity and deterrence by punishment

Reaction and “deterrence by punishment” thus appear to be the policy course by default. There are, however, also “positive” reasons in favour of the EU choosing a reactive and punitive approach to MI, and not just because of the limitations of the taxonomy; the unusual traits of MI itself lend themselves to deterrence by punishment. MI may not be as easy to attribute as first assumed, but compared to other hostile practices below the level of war (disinformation campaigns, attacks on critical infrastructure or corrosive investments in critical sectors of the economy), MI does at least become more overt as time passes, for one simple reason. MI provides a ready source of HUMINT: field intelligence gathered from the migrants typically reveals details of the perpetrators’ methods.

Perpetrators also typically have to identify themselves. After all, migration generally has little impact – as a source either of political leverage or instability – until it is made visible to the European public. Perpetrators therefore typically need to show their hand if they are to gain concessions or cause unrest – they also need to clearly demonstrate their capacity to “turn the tap off”, revealing clues about their own capabilities and weaknesses.

Compared to, say, cyber-attacks or disinformation campaigns, therefore, the EU does not need to invest in complex investigation and attribution activities. Nor does it need to spend time defining thresholds for what constitutes illegitimate behaviour and a legitimate response – the hostile party typically outs itself as precisely that, a hostile party.

The EU can, moreover, put itself in the best possible position to respond quickly and decisively to an MI action. Using a taxonomy like that in Infobox 3, the EU should be able to prepare a set of tools tailored to the four main actor types, and to devise punitive actions. After all, the case studies confirmed that the perpetrators’ aims and costs were linked to their nature as one of these four types of actors. The taxonomy should be used to analyse the costs incurred by each type of actor – the strong state alienating its citizens, overseas diaspora or strongman reputation; the proxy state alienating both the EU and the patron; the weak state losing its links to the EU; and the non-state actor squandering its reputation with its clients.

Is there nevertheless a strategic role for the EU?

Interviewees did, however, stress that the EU must avoid relying solely on this defensive-escalatory toolbox. The EU’s external border in its current geography is quite new, so there is some flexibility for it to wrangle with its current neighbours and, in the short run, transactional and even coercive relationships can prove more cost-effective than cooperation on the basis of shared goods. But in the long run, the EU cannot afford to surround itself with buffering agreements, hostile stand-offs, and militarized zones.

This would amount to a form of self-containment, with the EU hemming itself in (Infobox 6). This would suit actors from Moscow to ISIS/Da’esh perfectly, as they would never coordinate their MI campaigns, but would share the aim of limiting EU influence and standing in its near abroad.

---

96 One Frontex official pointed out that a comparison was often drawn between the 2015 Schengen crisis and the ‘Fall of Rome’. This was polemical, except in one regard: the EU faces the same dilemma as other large integrated territories whose expansion has slowed. It is now reliant on neighbours to guard it and cannot offer them the eventual incentive of membership. Moreover, it could easily be drawn into ‘protection racket’ deals.
Security analysts in member states suggested that they see a key role for Frontex in joining the dots and identifying patterns between individual MI events across Europe. Although few of them used the term “containment”, what they were talking about was precisely this, the concerted use of MI to reduce EU authority and bargaining power over its neighbours. These interviews revealed four potential containment strategies:

- **Territorial containment.** This is the most obvious risk and is designed to rule out formal EU enlargement or even the “sectoral” accession of countries to EU projects like the Schengen Area. Territorial containment can involve physical attacks on EU border personnel, perhaps at their compounds in North Africa or at sea in the Mediterranean. It may also involve accusations of “neo-imperialism” directed at FRONTEX personnel in the Balkans or EU diplomats in the World Customs Organization. Greek analysts warned the EU against the use of terms like “intelligence-led border management”. Such terms, and the deployment of armed European border personnel to the Western Balkans, allow antagonists to paint border guards as spies or military personnel.

- **Economic containment.** German analysts pointed out that the EU's defensive game is often off for the simple reason that it does not appreciate how the mere existence of its market model creates grudges in its neighbourhood, and hence it does not always understand how MI is used to erode its market power. The EU is a hyper-globalized zone and has reduced the internal costs of trade by lifting borders and encouraging low-cost transport models (like Ryanair). This creates grudges amongst third countries which see deregulation as a threat but also resent their exclusion. Belarus escalated relations with a risky attack on a Ryanair flight, and is now turning its traditional national flagship carrier into an advantage, using it to import immigrants.

- **Normative containment.** One Romanian analyst pointed out that the EU is in competition with Russia and the Eurasian Economic Union over international border standards. When EU members respond to MI with more forceful treatment of migrants, they succeed in pushing down numbers but still lose out because they do so in a style which is more “eastern”. One EU diplomat also recalled being accused of hypocrisy in the framework of the OSCE when he criticized Russia for instrumentalizing migration: the EU has apparently used the offer of visa liberalization as a way of encouraging people in the breakaway regions of Moldova, Ukraine and Georgia to apply for passports from a central government they deeply mistrust.

- **Institutional containment.** This is about exploiting cracks in Europe’s institutional architecture. The aim is to probe the limits of solidarity, not least between EU and NATO members. Risk analysts suggested that this might explain why, in 2015, Russia targeted three countries that belong either to NATO or the EU but not to both (Turkey, Finland and Norway). By targeting these three “outliers” (rather than, say, the Baltic states) Moscow may have been trying to probe differences between NATO and the EU’s solidarity mechanisms, as well as internal differences within the EU between Article 222 and Article 42(7) situations. But it is also watching as Belarus targets Central European and Baltic countries that worry about a lack of solidarity from other EU member states.
How can the EU avoid this trap of self-containment – of protectionism, externalization and burden-shifting? Academics have pointed out that the EU is good at putting labels on hostile practices by others, but that it often fails to acknowledge that it is part of the problem. They say it should address the elephant in the room: that its vulnerabilities are largely self-created and can be explained by a systematic failure to create fair cooperation agreements with its neighbours. This reputation for externalizing the burden of responsibility for migration control in turn comes down to the unfinished nature of its internal asylum and immigration rules. If EU members want a low-cost way of eliminating MI, academics say, then what could be lower cost than doing what they should have been doing anyway – improving solidarity and responsibility in the Schengen Area?

The trouble with this line of argument is that there are at least three distinct understandings of solidarity in the Schengen Area, meaning that any push to deepen integration will only fuel division in the EU. At the risk of oversimplification, founder members in the northwest say solidarity is about sticking to common rules; the Mediterranean members say solidarity is more about giving frontline member states material support with few strings attached; and eastern member states say solidarity is about finally treating them as rule-makers rather than passive rule-takers. These tensions between the EU’s east, south and north overlap with existing tensions around everything from Eurozone reform to the Recovery Fund and the rule of law. Added to this is the fact that burden-sharing in the Schengen Area has always been lubricated by offering neighbouring countries the possibility of accession, although expansion has now slowed considerably.

Rather than seeing the solution to the EU’s systemic vulnerabilities as one of internal regulation (creating a level playing field for asylum claims, “completing” the Schengen Area), risk analysts argued instead that the EU needs to recognize that a project like Schengen is inherently geopolitical – and is viewed as such by antagonists. Schengen has rewritten borders, and bulked up the EU’s weight vis-à-vis its neighbours. This sensibility is a precondition for EU risk analysts to identify patterns in MI events, but it could also be used to guide Schengen reform as academics demand, recalling that when Schengen was established in the 1980s and 1990s, it was seen as a tool of creative geopolitics to facilitate continental trade and overcome border and ethnic tensions. Reform today needs to be guided by a reassessment of geopolitical realities rather than abstract ideas of solidarity.

What is certainly true is that the EU needs to look for the deeper root causes of individual MI events and try to join the dots by linking them up to the overall state of international order (Infobox 7). This is not to downplay the potential impact of individual MI campaigns. But systemic patterns between individual MI episodes do matter, and spotting them is a logical task for the EU rather than its individual member states.97

97 One foreign policy analyst, for instance, said that he gained valuable clues about MI by treating it as a product of the tension between the world’s big powers and their aversion to outright war: this leads to proxy conflicts in secondary theatres (the Middle East, Latin America) and the instrumentalization in primary theatres (EU, US) of people displaced by the fighting.
It is difficult to find systematic patterns to predict when a state will resort to MI – and even trickier to predict when it will not. Nevertheless, the effort to try to predict future cases is not futile. It provides a helpful analytical exercise, forcing the EU to look for patterns and shedding light on the underlying reasons for the phenomenon as well as the connections between MI and the overall state of international order. Just because it is hard to predict MI actions (and a reactive deterrence-by-punishment posture seems most fitting for this class of threats) does not mean that the EU should shirk the task.

When asked how to anticipate MI events, for instance, EU risk analysts proposed very different reasons for such events. Some pointed to obvious motives. They felt the risk was greatest in states that had been victims of MI (Turkey) or had a track record of similar hostile actions using different cross-border vulnerabilities (Russia, or Belarus). But others looked at more interesting traits such as imperial history, focusing on multi-ethnic states which consider their make-up or borders to be artificial and have a history of demographic engineering (Russia, Balkan states).

As for the question why states had not engaged in MI when they had the chance, this also yielded interesting answers. Why, for instance, has Russia not instrumentalized its presence in Libya and North Africa to displace people into the EU? Why was Russia generally so restrained when it came to MI in 2015–2020, only targeting the Nordic countries? Russia’s restraint when it comes to MI indicate Moscow’s fears that engaging in MI would undermine its status as a source of protection and order vis-à-vis its diaspora across the Balkans and EU. A Russia that pushes migrants into Europe is one that squanders its reputation as a protector of its peoples.

Infobox 7. How to gain a fuller threat picture
Key takeaways

1. It is possible to create a taxonomy of MI, at least one which adequately covers past and recent cases (Morocco, Belarus, Ukraine, Libyan militias). Moreover, by correctly classifying each of the EU’s recent antagonists within this taxonomy, the EU would indeed gain clues as to their strategy and ways to quickly ratchet up the costs of their actions. It could use this to prepare a toolbox of punitive retaliatory measures to use in a crisis, thus boosting its capacity for deterrence by punishment.

2. Despite the existence of the taxonomy, it was extremely difficult to predict the timing of future actions, the particular use of means, and even the goals of the three antagonists in the case-studies – even though we are dealing in each case with repeat offenders. A reactive toolbox of punitive measures, such as a series of various targeted and general sanctions, is therefore more cost-effective than an attempt to pre-empt and prevent MI campaigns.

3. Retaliation does however incur its own costs for the EU not least due to the spectre of "self-containment". It is tempting to rely on increased border surveillance following MI episodes, but muscled reactions also increase the risk of escalation at the border – which the EU should try to minimize, or at least aim to divert away from the border. The taxonomy and the case studies point to some of the diplomatic, operational, and political pain thresholds of the classic perpetrators of MI that the EU could target instead.

4. The case studies showed that antagonists do not always make a decisive response from the EU easy: they did not always clarify their concrete demands vis-à-vis the EU, and some seemed happy to view the EU as a secondary theatre or to simply destabilize it without any specific strategic aim in mind. Others – namely Morocco – even cooperated loyally with the EU whilst engaging in MI. This means that MI is not always easy to react to and punish. For weaker states, MI episodes tend to reflect greater territorial vulnerabilities to large neighbouring powers, which EU retaliation measures could aggravate.

5. Surprisingly often, moreover, the goal of the coercive use of migration even by strong states was to foster closer relations with the EU and Europeans. This was (presumed to be) the aim of the so-called strong man governments in Balkan states during Europe’s migration crisis of 2015, as they engaged in soft forms of MI; and of Turkey during the 2015 migration crisis. This provides a further reason for the EU to make its toolbox light touch and, where possible, to hold out scope for cooperation.

6. The four case studies underline the importance of joining the dots between individual MI events and connecting them to broader shifts in global geo-economics and geopolitics. This might involve watching out for containment strategies targeting the EU. But it also means harnessing the interest of states like Morocco in the good governance of migration and their attempt to use migration management for reasons of national prestige and good neighbourly relations.
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